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ABSTRACT
Outcomc-Based Education (OBE) model is a recurring modern means for education
reforrn - a process of improving public education. It embodies the idea that best
educational practice is to determine the end goals, or "outcomes", before the
strategies, processes, techniques, and other nreans can be put into place to achieve
them. While applications of OBE model have been continuously expanding and
improving, "performanoe gap" - the gap between what students can do and what they
are expected to do - still hinders its potential benefits. Mitigating this gap is among
priority tasks of educators to achieve long-term goals of educational reform; and
developing student performance predictive models is one way to approach this
problem.
Most previous studies had targeted big scope of a long-term prediction and most had
used various range of educational settings as their inputs, including students'
demographic profiles and behavioral contents. They had applied diff[erent techniques
in order to predict students' academic performance; however, due to the nattrre of
these inputs, all had adopted complex data mining models. This project, instead, was
purposely narrowed down to short-term programming cowses at Universiti
Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP), Malaysia Main purpose was to design a finctioning
short-term predictive model which continuously assised lecturers to analpe patterns
and to accurately predict students' upcoming perforrnance and final rezuh in order to
provide timely intervention and adjustment. The writer introduced a unique approach
by focusing on a simplified set of rnputs including (1) students' courtework
breakdown and (2) users' dynamically subjective inputs. Instead of conplex data
mining modcls, a straightforward mathematical model was developed and y65 highly
customized to best utilize those inputs, which resulted in a high level of accuracy for
predictive outputs. A fully developed system from the testrng protot)?e promises to
s€rve as a relatively convenient tool for UTP lecturers to rnilize simple yet richly
inforrnative coursework data into predicting students' performance, then mitigating
the performalrce gap and ultimately achieving set objectives of UTP's OBE systenr.
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1.1 Background of Study
Outcomc-Based Education (OBE) model is a recurring modern means for education
reform - a process of improving public education. As compared to traditional modef
OBE model drives its focus on student performance rather than on available
resources to students in provided learning environment. Adoptrng student-centered
lcarning philosophy, OBE involves restructuring of curriculunr, assessment and
reporting practices to reflect the achievement of high order learning and mastery
rather than the accumulation of course credits []. Ofrering an opportunity for
educators to set standards outside educational environment, OBE places its emphasis
on expected skills set and knowledge gained out of the designed education system
Izt.
Data Mining Techniques have been continuously practiced to improve rezuhs of
information and data processing. They exercise particular methods and mathematical
algorithms to facilitate decision making processes by discovering hidden patterns ard
underlying information from large volumes of data [3]. With the help of data mining
tools and applications, the techniqucs prove themselves useful in various dirnensions
and aspects of study [4]. One ofthem is Educational Data Mining.
Educational Data Mining (EDM) is an emerging discipline, targeted to improve
learning environment by better understanding student models and the settings in
which they learn. Educational settings, ranging from students' characteristicJstates,
learning environment to external inlluences, provide huge sources of potential data
waiting to be processed. It is necessary to aware that educdional data ditFerentiates
itself from average volumes of data by its multiple levels of meaningful hierarchy
and non-independence. Faster access and broader usage ofthese valuable data are
made available with development of educational data collection and data analysis
tools, thanks to increasing uses of interactive learning environments, computer-
supported collaborative learning, etc. [5]
Various works in the ficld of EDM are classified into few categories; arnong them is
"Prediction". Predictive models have been developed to study individual learning,
academic performance and the factors associated with student frilure or trcn-
retention rate in courses. Key areas of application of these methods are students
modeling, domain's knowledge stnrcture modeling, pedngogical zupport study and
empirical evidence [6].
Common characteristic ofall Data Mining models is that they treat systems as *black
box". Their focus is on observed variables (system outputs) ard on finding the
patterns or regularities in the historical data in order to predict future behavior,
without trying to explain these phenomena.
Differently, Mathematical models use mathematical concepts and languages to
describe what happens inside that "black box" by propostng underlying 66shanisms
that cause those phenorn€na. They describe systerns uslqg a set of variables ard a set
of equations that establish relationship between ttre variables [7]. Besides, it is useful
to incorporate subjcctive information as input for some mathematical rmdels. Those
information are based on intuition, experience, expert opinion, or based on
convenience of mathematical forms [8].
1.2 Pnoblem Statement
OBE models cmphasizc on the outconrcs of education systems. In OBE frameworft,
all the courses and assessment materials are structured to define "learning ends'for
students, which are usually specific set of skills ard knowledge [2]. Hence, sh.ldent
academic perforrnance will be evaluated by credits given for which skills and
knowledge they achieve out of the OBE system; and it is quantitatively measured in
grade points.
However, a comrron dilemma faced by average educational institutions adoptrng
OBE system is "perfonnance gap", the gap between what the students can do and
what they arc cxpcctcd to do. This gap terds to grow larger and larger over time,
posing a serious threat to the education model. An observable consequence is
discouragement and disengagement behaviors of affected individuals, especially at-
risk students [9].
For years, educators have devoted many efforts seeking for applicable solutions to
close this perlormance gap, or at least to mitigate it to a minimum extent. It has been
among priority tasks of educators to achieve long-term goals of educational reforrn-
Resowces have been allocated to corrceptualize and practicalize ways and means to
improve students' academic performance by frlling this gap t9l. Orre of the popular
practices is application of EDM techniques. Adopting ttrese EDM techniques to
project student's academic perforrnance or their grade points is a worth-noticed
practice in the field. It is to help educators with informed corrective actions which
aims to elevate student performance to their capabilities and to help them achieve the
"learning ends" expected out ofthe OBE systern
For prcdicting pcrformancc in short-term coutses, however, the conplexity of
indispensable data sources for EDM models such as students' demographic profiles
and behavioral contents hinders their appticability. It causes a considerate burden for
educators, as users ofthe nndels, to collect and manage those input data
Thcrcforc, in this projcct, the writer tried a new approach to the problem by
simplifuing the set of input data needed for the prediction system ard by developing
a customized mathematical model to process thern Final aim was still to zuccessfully
develop an applicable student performance predictive model as to facilitate edgcators
in mitigating student performance gap currently existed in oBE environment.
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1.3 Objectives
This project was aimed to develop a student performance predictive model which
supported lecturers and instructors to mitigate student performance gap in their
courses.
The objective was to develop, for lecturers as users, a simple computer application It
worked as a straightforward predictive model and it assisted lecturers to analyze
patterns, to predict students' upcoming performance and final result, and to monitor
their performance in order to provide timely intervention and adjustment. A high
level of output accuracy and a sufficient level of system flexibility for users were
expected.
Students' coursework marks and subjective inputs from users were the primary
sources of educational data to be assessed. A highly-customized mathematical
model was to be developed to perform an excessive breakdown of these coursework
marks and to incorporate subjective information provided by users in order to prdict
student final perfonnance at the end ofthe courses.
System functionality and accuracy testing were to be conducted to evaluate the
developed model as well as the fundamental ideas underlying writer's new approach-
1.4 Significent of The Pmject
As mentioned, OBE model focuses primarily on student perforrnance, as'butcomes"
for a successful educational system. However, this rnodel has been threatening with
one corrunon problem which is student failure to acquire skills and strategies at the
rate that their normal-achieving peers do, resulting in their inability to successfully
respond to grade-level curriculum demands.
Consequently, performance gap grows larger over time, causing lower-than-expected
performance from students, leading them to discouragement and disengagement
behaviors against the education system [9]. As final damage, this gap hinders the
realization of full potential benefits from an OBE systern
This projcct, with its ultimate goal to help mitigatc this gap, contributed to
worldwide continuous efforts to improve the OBE model and its position in a
debating progress towards an optimum education reforrn
The development of this system also gave beneficial contribution to the fast growing
field of student modeling. Simplicity of input data for short-term prediction rrodels
had not yet been properly valued before. This project's new approach, using
students' coursework marks as primary point of assessed data, along with uniquely
developed mathematical model, promised a valuable knowledge to the field.
lor lecturers and instructors, while most of the currently available predictive tools
were either over-power or too complex for thenr, the uses of a straightforward
software would facilitate their job to achieve targeted outcomes which are desirable
student performance, as set in the university's OBE goals.
1.5 Scope of Study
This study was ruurowed to short-tcrrn courscs, which last arourd orrc academic
semester of 3-4 months, at Universiti Teknologi Petmnas ([ITP), undergraduate
level. Due to limitedly attainable data for this study, the scope stopped d
Programming courses only, not considering other disciplines zuch as Businesg
Finance, etc.
Sincc student's coursework marks were the major input for the predictirre model,
only those courses with coursework-finalexam gradrng strusttre were taken into
account. Those courses such as Final Year Project which had no final exam were out
ofscope.
All survey and prototype testing activities were conducted within UTP campus, with
participation of lecturers and students involved in those programming coursies.
1.6 Feasibility of The Proiect
1.6.1 Technical & Scope feasibility
Technically, the writer (also system developer) was equipped with a moderate
level of technology familiarity. Both hardware and software requirerrents were
simple with not much burden for the developer. Intennediate uses of VB.NET
coding was sufficient to develop a fuirctioning prototype ofthe system.
The size and scope of this project was medium and suitable for a Final Year
Project at undergraduate level. By limiting the scope to Prograrnming courses in
UTP only, data gathering, data analysis as well as prototype testrng acitivities
were convenient to the writer.
1.6.2 Time constraints
As a Final Year Project in the prognunme strucfirre, the writer had been given a
standard eight(8) months (two academic semesters) to corrylete the projet.
Consider the narrowed scope and its technical feasibility, the risk level of timely
completion is low.
A detailed Gantt Chart was prepared by the writer to d)rnamically monitor pmilct





Ayesha et al. [3] proposed a prediction model which used coursework mmponents
including class quizzes, assignments, tests, etc. as internal assessment rnaterials.
Additional information such as attendance, previous performance and extra-
curriculum involvement were also concerned. Also, external assessment, based on
students' performance consistency level ttroughout recent final exam scores, was
incorporated.
Their designed predictive model aimed to provide lecturers with relevant information
about student's performance before the conduction of final exarrU which would help
to improve overall learning practice in the course and to reduce witMrawal ratio.
Also, the prediction of students fr.il ratio in an on-going course provided rnajor help
to lecturers when designing course structure, teaching methods, and frequent
assessment materials. At-risk students with low perforrnance were spotted in order to
be saved from serious academic position. Appropriate subsequent steps were tlen
taken by the lecturers to improve their performances and to save them ftom failure.
At a bigger sop€, the proposed model also helped corpare shrdents' success rate
throughout their four-year counrc of undergraduate degree.
For their data mining model, the authors employed clustering technique, one of the
most basic techniques used in analyzing and processing huge data volumeq ad K-
means clusering algorithm, to segnrcnt ate shdeilt groups based on their
ctmracteristics and behavioral contents.
In another study, Ogor [10] focused on monitoring the perfornrance of students'
continuous academic results, based on tests and exam scores, and how it played a
crucial role in providing educators with relevant and valuable information which
helped to improve interactively changing learning environment for students.
Ogor emphasized the needs for effective and efficient performance tmnitoring
systems in order to offset the implicitly unobserved knowledge and information
hidden inside huge amounts of available educational data Various data mining
techniques were developed and utilized to react upon the quest to improve
educational institutions' student performance monitoring systern Classification of
students was facilitated with application of machine learning prosssses.
The author stated that mere value of entry-level assessment of snrdents was mt
suffrcient in giving an efficient monitoring in long terrn Therefore it raised a need
for dynamic follow-up monitoring of students' performance throughout the course of
study. Only then the suitability of students before admission could reveal itself,
His objective was to design a meastrable student progrcss rmnitoring model with
rapid processing and quick result in order to frcilitate educational system- Factual
and partly behavioral factors of students' profile were taken into account in
performance profiling. That included factual contents such as gender, race, previous
test results records, etc. and behavioral contents such as attihrdes, motivation,
curriculum involvement and peer influence. A simple rapid resporxrc system was
developed to spot otrt students who needed special attentions and reinforcemems
upon.
With fairly large input volume of operational data of 1,360 sttrdems in two
consecutive academic years and five different @urses, Ogor came to a conclusion
that data mining techniques proved ttreir usefulness in educational environmem with
a94%o success rating from his functioning studelrt monitoring tool
I
Merceron and Yacef I l ] questioned the application of data mining techniques in
educational settings and their usefulness in improvrng teaching and learning
experience for all stakeholders involved. A number of studies following this
direction were mentioned in the paper. They also propod a future trend of ideas
mcrging in which simplc statistics, querics and visualization algorithms were
together employed to predict student performance. They suggested a simple
pedagogical policy utilizing clustering and cluster visualization methods to identi$
shared characteristics and behavioral state of failing students. It aimed to provide a
timely intervention to prevent at-risk students from serious harm before final exam.
While online learning environment for educational settings was emerging itself as a
potential and expanding trend among institutions, White and Larusson Il21
conducted a study to examine possibilities and limitations of online systems wtrere
available data namely transmission of information, evaluation of teacher, learner
performance and online interaction were recorded and ready to be processed. These
Learning Management System (LMS) showed their capabilities as a crucial
supplementary, even worthy substitute, to conventional face-to-face communication
environment.
Different data mining techniques namely logistic regression, artificial neural network
(AI\IN) and neuro-fuzzy were used by Rusli, Ibrahirru and Janor in their study [3] .
They took students' cumulative grade point average (CGPA) upon graduatlng as a
success measure of their academic performance. Denngraphic profiles and first
semester result were all the necessary inputs for the three developed predictive
models. Also using ANN model, oladokuru Adebanjo and Charles-owaba[la]
togcthcr proposcd another acadcmic performance predictive system with a conpct
prediction rate of 70o/o-
Another study [5] conducted at Universiti Teknologi Mara arnlyzda wide range of
factors including students' demographic profiles, active learning, atterdance, extra
curriculum involvement and course assessment frequency. It concluded that all
mentioned settings were directly related to students' academic achievement.
2.2 Critical Ana$sis of Related Works
All related works adopted educational data mining techniques into their predictive
models and concluded that predicting students' academic performance is crucial for
educational institutions as the information collected can be critically important for
immediate and future improvernent of the educational systenr, specifrcally the
mitigation of performance gap. Strategic programs can also be planned from those
information to maintain students' performance thnoughout their course of study [3].
With similar measurement as in [3], in this project, a student's final grade in a
particular cours€ is still adopted as the srngle indicator of his or her overall academic
performance. Student with poor perforrnance raises a potential threat toward
unsatisfied final result at the end of the course. This leads to the student being
objcctively classified as low-academic-perforrnance grcup.
ln all related works, the scope of studies can be categorized
groups: long-term prediction and short-term prediction
TWO(2) main
2.2.1 Long-term p rediction
Most of the previous papers fall into this group. In these papers, educational daa
mining techniques were all applied into long-term prediction and long-term
assessment of students' academic performance.
Ogor [10] proposed a predictive model, which took into accourt stud€rils' entry-
level background at the beginning and a dynamic follow-up database of student
perforrnance throughout the progftrm, to predict ttrcir resuhs upon conpletion of
10
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the program, which would be three or four years later. Rusli, Ib,rahirru and Janor
[ 3] took demographic profiles and merely frst semester result of undergraduate
students to calculate a projected result oftheir academic positions at the end of a
four-year progranL without any follow-up information. Similarly, Oladohm,
Adebanjo and Charles-Owaba [a] and Ali et al. [5] attempted to produce most
accurate and consistent prediction for a several-year study program by taking
different sets of data at the beginning of the period.
All these studies were difflerent from each other only in terms of selected input,
data mining methods and algorithms used; yet they all showed efforts to project
student's academic position few years ahead of time, with less concern to
dynamic movements, changes and immediate extemal influences on students
during the course of study.
2.2.2 Short-term prcdiction
The second group is short-term prediction with only few other works involved.
Ayesha et al. [3] put their focus of study on a narrowed scope of particular
courses which lasts averagely few months each. Instead of predicting years-later
performance of students, the paper aimed to excessively assess coursework
breakdown, along with other external assessment variables, in one particular
course at a time, in order to project students' outcorrc at the end. Similarly,
Merceron and Yacef [l] proposed a pedagogical policy with clustering and
cluster classification methods to spot out group of students with high potential of
failing the final exam before it was conducted.
In terms of prediction scope and timely monitoring, this group of short-term
prediction models apparently bring less value to the educational data mining
field of study; however, the key advantage of this short-term scope is to prroduce
a much more accurate prediction which are rrrcre dynamically resporded to the
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changing variables during the course of sudy, and to provide valuably
additional follow-up information for other long-term prediction models.
As for the data mining techniques adopted, all previously related works shared one
common input: they all directly took into account non-coursework related data such
as dcmographic profilc (gender, family background, etc.) and behavioral contents
(student model of characteristics, attendance, extra curriculum involvement,
motivation, etc.). As an instance, in [5], attendance became one of the major
indicators in the predictive model as each unit of students' time spent in the class was
proven to be one of the most valuable and important determinants of student sucoess
ll6l.
2.3 New appnoach to the prcblem
With a fairly different approach from previous related works, in this study, the writer
selected coursework breakdown as the single direct input for the proposed predictive
model. Within thc scope of this study, anrong four factors namely (l)coursework
marks, (2)psychological questionnaire result, (3)total number of materials download
and (4)total number of times online in E-learning platforrq there was only one frctor
which has strong relationship with student's final grade. That was coursework marks;
other three factors showed weak and unreliable relationship with student's final
grircle. UTP's E-leurning platform is one instance of Learning Management System
(LMS). As stated in [l2], transmission of information and leamers' interaction on
these platforrns were direct factors influencing students' academic performance.
I{owever, in the case of UTP E-learning systenl an unpublished study by Che Sarah,
C.N., Elaine, C.Y.Y. in 201I had shown weak rchtionships between these factors
and students' actual performance.
One crucial criterion of this new approach is that the input data, rnainly students,
coursework marks, must continuously develop itself throughout the life of each
conducting course. Pursuing this, ttre author bares limitation of this proposed system
t2
in terms of timely prediction and application scope. Also, subjective information
from users such as exam paper's diffrculty level are necessary to improve accuftlcy
ofthe outputs. Coursework breakdown data were started to be recorded and amlyzrd
only after the first coursework component's result is published (E.g. Test 1 rezult).
From this initial input, users (which are lecturers or instructors) will start to enter
their subjective evaluations in order to improve prediction outputs. This process w&s
repeated for each of the next major inputs (such as Test 2 result, assignments, lab
exercises and quizzes, etc.) until final coursework is completed. More details on this
structure will be described in later chapters.
2.4 Advantages of This Predictive Model
As compared to other students' performance predictive nrcdels in relatd workg
FOUR(4) nrajor advantages of the model in this study are:
. The forecasted outputs are continuously refined and re-evaluated to be more
accurate throughout the short-term courses.
. By using mainly coursework marks, it omits ttre btrden of collecting corrylex
and abundant type of inputs such as demographic profiles and behavioral
contents.
' users, which are lecturers, are provided with flexibility to decide which
component(s) of students' courseworks is a good predictor of their final exam
scores and course outcomes, also to decide how final exam paper's difftcuhy
level will quantitatively affect those end resuhs.
r Users can observe how each coursework component (both published and to-
be-conducted components) in one particular course expectedly affect shrdents'
frnal grade, which frcilitates timely intervention and assessment rnaterials re-





This project adopts Rapid Application Development (RAD) prototyping
methodology. It involves system construction with repeatedly spiraling tlnough the
phases and relies on rapid prototyping rather than thorough phnning and analysis
phase. The analysis, design ard implementation phases are performed concurrently
and repeatedly until completed. The first prototype is the first part of the system that
user will use. The prototype then evolves into the final systenu With this approach,
the prototypes are utilized to their fullest potential [7].
Figure 3.1 below shows the framework of the prototlping system derrclopment
methodology:
Phnning
Figure 3.1 Franpwork of RAD protoqping rrethodobgy
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Various levels of completeness and complexity of the proposed system, as well as
ease in changing requirements tluoughotrt the course of system development are of
main advantages of this methodology. An iterative construction approach is
employed to accelerate the requirement analysis and design phases and to also detect
crrors, programming and time constraints earlier in prototlpes rather ttran later in
complete system model. As change is an expected factor during development, this
approach is at most suitable usage.
3.2 Project Activities
3.2.1 Planning phase
r Research on the background of the preceding study and related works.
. Identiff the problem and propose the solution.
The problem statement of previous paper is reevaluated based on new
findings from the first activity. TherL a solution is accordingly proposed for
the revised problem.
. Emphasize the significant of this project.
The importance of this project is plainly explained, with sonp revision
according to changes in the writer's new approach to the problem as well as
changes in the proposed solution. Its valuable contribution to help solve the
identified problem and to help improve Outcome-Based Education (OBE)
models are emphasized.
. Clariff project scope, goals and objectives.
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Goals and objectives of the project are clarified to guide subsequent
activities. Project scope is narrowed down specifically to suit project's needs,
requirements and constraints.
. Analyze project feasibility.
Given the standard 8-month period for Final Year Project in UTP, as well as
other technical and scope constraints, the writer conducted a feasibility
analysis to examine the project's overall chance of success.
. Identi& milestones and Gantt chart.
Project milestones and Gantt chart are developed to support rnonitoring
pruject activities. See Appendix C for nrcre details.
3.2.2 Analysis Phase
. Clariff analysis objectives.
As mentioned in the earlier chapters, the author's approach in developing this
students' performance predictive model is fairly unique and difrerent from
previous ones. No students' demographic profile or behavioral contents will
be directly taken into account. Instead, coursework rmrks is the primary
source of input, along with subjective inputs from userJlecturers.
This analysis phase is to discuss and evaluate the rationale ard the
justification behind this concept, the idea and its unique ap,proach- The goal is
to explain the authenticity and the cogency of the writer's researctU based on
the validity of research data, measures and time taken to conduct the stgdy.
15
Thc objectives of this phase are listed as below:
./ Analyze related works against the proposed solution to evaluate it
/ Develop system requirements definition
r' Arr;lyze fundamental ideas underlying the writer's unique approach
r' Gather and process necessary data to evaluate ttrc ideas
/ Design multiple analysis models to zupport system development
process
{ Develop a mathematical model for the system
. Analyze related works critically: scopes, data mining techniques, algorithms
used, and relative application to the scope of this study.
. Identifu advantages ofthe proposed system and its unique approach.
The writer's unique approach to the identified problem leads to certain crucial
advantages when applying the proposed model into the scope of this studn as
compared to previous works.
r Summarize an overview of assessment materials in Programming courses at
UTP and prepare system requirements definition.
All programming cotuaes at UTP erryloy courseworlc-final exun grading
structure. The weightage between these two parts are usually fl)-40
(which means 607o coursework and 4W/ofindexam).
L7
Coursework(CW) components usually include : test l, test 2, lab
exerc ises, assignments, quizes, and group/ind ividual project.
Average course lasts l4-week (excluding final exam), and the coursework
is usually completed within the la* two weeks before final exam.
Final exam question paper of each course is often prepared in advarrce at
around week 3 or week 4, before most of the coursework components
(CWCs) are assessed. By theq the lerturer has had full knowledge of the
questions in the paper when conducting the course as well as when
preparing CWCs such as tests, assignmeltS, qrrizzes, s1g.
a. Functional requirements
Projecting performance :
The user can edit list of coursework components (cwcs) and
their weightages.
The user can change timery order of the c\MCs conducted.
The user can insert/ediudelete students' resrlts for each
corresponding CWC.
The user can edit status(published/to-be-conducted) of each CWC.
The user can edit whettrer or not a CWC is a good predictor of
final exam score.
The user can generate projected rotal cw score for each studstr.
The user can decide whether or not the final exam pqler's level of
difficulty does affect students' final exam scores. If yes, the user
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can edit how this dfficulty lever quantitativery affects the scores
ofdifferent groups of students in the counie.
The user can generate projected exam score and their course,s
final score and final grade accordingly.
The user can generate a final grade range (such as ..B+ to A_..,,
D+ to c", etc.) in which a student, final score rnay fa, into.
Monitoring performance :
The user can sort any data corumn (cw components, Totar cw,
Exam score, Final score, etc.) arphabetically or sma,es to hrgest
value or vice versa, etc. to view 'at-risk' or .wen-performed,
student groups.
The user can view summary tabre and summary charts ofstudems,
projected perfornrance, after generating projtrcted final score and
final grade.
The user can test how each subsequent cw comporent$ thefo
relationship to finar exam paper, or the paper,s difficulty levef
etc. affect shrdents, orpected scones.
b. Non-functional requiremefis
The system w,r operate in windows Qa, ana above) environmem
as an offline standalone application
- The system must be fu,y functioning, yet sn'ig*orurard em.gh
for aver4ge users (lecturerVinstructors)
- The system wi' be abre to connoct with Microsoft Acces
database files.
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- The data must be able to be saved or updated upon users' requests.
No special security requirements are anticipated.
No special cultural and political requirements are anticipated.
r Critically analyze fundamental ideas which form the foundation for the
writer's approach.
Following points are to be discussed ard evaluated:
Following are the five(S) hypotheses (namely Hl,Yl2, etc.) developed bV
the writer to form the skeleton for later data collection and analysis
stages.
within the scope ofthis study,
- Pl: Excessive coursework breakdown analysis is SUFFICIENT for
acceptable predictive outputs.
P2: Lecturers'/users' SUBJECTM INPUTS (such as which
coursework components are good predictors of final exam score and
how final exam paper's difficulty level affects students' scores), at€
helpful to improve the accuracy of outputs.
P3: Students' demographic profiles and behavioral contents are NOT
necessary to be included into the data sources.
Figure 3.2 Three underlying ideas ofwriter's approach
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Thcy are divided into three(3) categories: coursework marks, final exam
paper and other factors.
l. Coursework marks
Coursework (CUD marks is a major assessment criterion in most
courses at UTP. CW marks usually carry a percentage of 40Yoto 6U/o
out of the overall final resuh of 100%. As mentioned in Chapter 2, an
overall final grade in particular course always comes in direct relation
with CW marks. For instance, one who scores 80-90%, out of total
CW rnarks allocated, is most expected to also score 80-90% in his/her
final exam.
- Hl: One's Total Coursework marks is propotional to hiJher Exam
Score.
Ilowever, for each specific CW Component (CWC), the relationship
between it and Exom score is at different levels from one to anottrer.
For instance, test papers with similar type of questions as in exam
paper would carry a relevant relationship between test scores and
Exam Scorcs; whereas group projecrs usually would not.
H2: Only for those CW Componenrs with SIMLAR type of
questions to exam paper's, one's score is proportional to his/her
Exam Score.
Additionally, given the standard A-F grading strtrcfire, one's Total
CW Lost score DOES affect hiVtrer target scores for the final exan
In other words, the difference betrveen Total cw score and rparest
potential ranges of gnrde in the A-F grading systern, plays an
2L
important role in predicting exam score. The A-F gradlng stnrctur€ 6l
UTP is: A (85-100), A- (80-84.9), B+ (75-79.9), B (65-74.9), C+ (55-
64,9), C (50-54.9), }l (45-49.9), D (40-44.9)' F (0-39.9). For
instance, one who lo5i-2O-25o/" over 60Y" coursework is most e:pected
to be satisfied with a B in final resuh, given hirn/trer much less
pressure preparlng for the final exarn, since he can afford to lose up to
15% ont of 40o/o. Similarly, one who lost l0-13%o orrt of total
coursework would most probabty set his/her target for A- Cnimary)
or A (secondary), which allows him/her to lose 7o/o, d.nrilr, over 407o
allocated for tlre exam paper.
H3: Given the standard A-F grading structure, one's Total CW
Lost Score DOES affect higher target scores for final exarL
2. Final exam paryr
Final exam paper is a crucial element forming the final score and final
grade of a student in specific soumes. Dfficalty level of the questions
plays an important role in determining which grade in the A-F grading
system the student may get.
Complexity (the quality of each question to be compormdod in terms
of muhiple learning concepts involved), originality (the quality of
being new in tlrc way lecturers apply tsught ooncepts to the
questions), covered scope (the b,roadncss of learning concepts srch as
number of chapters, refererrces, etc. covered in th€ e:ram) and time
requirements (average tfune to complete the paper as coryarod to the
standard allocated 2-3 hours pcr paper) [19] together indicaes the
overall level of diffrculty.
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H4: Overall Dfficulty level of tlrc final exam paper is negatirrcly
related to students' F,xam Score.
3. Otherfactors
For short-terrn courses, the impact of students' demographic profiles
(gender, race, family backgroun{, education background"ac. ) and
behwioral contents (attendance, involvemeil in exha-cgrriculum
activities, etc.) can be ignored.
H5: Students' demographic pro/iles aod behavioral contents ate
NOT necessary to be included as a data input for tbe p'redictive
modeL
r Collect data to evaluate developed hypotheses
All of the 5 hypotheses, which later forrr the *eleton of authot's
mathematical model" are evaluated against resnrlts data collected fiom a
survey.
All 5 hypotlrcses, though are geuerated from sfficiem researches, ae still
of the writer's zubjective opinion. Herrce, it is cnrcial to evaludc thesc
opinion against 'lublic opinion''; in this case it is UTP stude'rts in
programming sourses. With that specific scop€ being set, a oncisc
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survey aimed for a serected sanpre of the popuration is of best interestsarnong various data gathering nrethods.
This survey's goar is to gain insights into sfudents, perspective aboutmajor factors that indicate their expected performance in finar exam ardcourse's final rcsult accordingly. The survey,s scope is maintained to bethe sanre as the overa, scope exprained in chapter I; it is arso exprainedto all survey participants.
The survey consists of ranlt^\
four(4) sections 
' 




'ry\ \, w components, Final e:ram paper and
For each question, the participants are required to serect ore orfi offive(S)options from the Likert S_poirrt scale : strongly disagree, disagree, neuha[agree and strongly agxee [20].
See Appendix D for a complete version ofthe survey.
Each question's responses ar€, theq arralped to evarrrate a correspondinghypothesis. Tabte 3.1 below summarizes this structure:
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A survey with 48 participants w.ls conducted within UTP campus. The
selected participants are prograrnming courses' students ranged from year
I (first year) to year 4 (final year) at undergraduate level. Their
backgrounds are also spread in multiple disciplines, with rnajority (28148)
are from Computer and Inforrnation Science (CIS) programme; others
include Petroleum Engineering (PE), Electrical & Electronics
Engineering (EE) ard Civil Engineering (CV).
Table 3.2 below shows how each participants' response will be
quantitatively measured by assigning different weights for each response.








For each question, total weight accumulated from all 48 participants,
response will be calculated. If it is positive,the corresponding hypothesis
is approved valid and it will be directly reflected into system stnrcttne
and the algorithm. For instarrce, if question no. I received 3 strongly
disagree, 6 disagree, 5 neutral, 27 agree at:d r strongly ogre€, its total
weight is +145 (positive). As a rezuh, hypothesis Hl would be approved
valid.
For hypottreses that involves nrore than one question zuch as H2, H4 and
H5, the overage total weights of all reloted questions \ rill be calculated
and evaluated.
t Arrp,lyze survey data
Using "Pivot Table" furrction in Microsoft Excel, survey data is recorded
and analyzed to generate a summary table ard visual clurts displayed the
overall results. See Chapter 4 for rnore dstails.
Adopt the designed analytical procedure to evaluate dcveloped
hypotheses
The develo@ response-weight structure is adopod to evahrate the
five(S) hypotheses: whether each of them is ap,proved valid or not Soe
Chapter 4 for rnore details.
The proposed hypotheses is then assessed to re-evahute uniter's
fuirdamental ideas Pl, P2 and P3: whether each of these thrc{3)
fundamental ideas is approved valid or mt, within the shrdy *ope. Se
Chapter 4 for nrore details.
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r Develop analysis models for the system
Develop Activity diagram (functional model)
Develop Class diagram (structural model)
See Chapter 4 for complete diagrams.
. Develop a mathematical model to support the unique approach
As mcntioncd in system requirements definitiorU Total CW Scote, Exam
score, Final score/grade are projected bssd on published CW
Components (results are already out and available for processing) and
subjeclive inpuls from users.
This model structure, which is derived from the approved underlying
ideas, will help to provide a general view about the mathematical model
works: how one variables can be projected/derived from the others. See
Chapter 4 for more details.
This explains in details, using mathematical fonnulas, how the mdel
works thrcughout the whole systerrq from initial inputs (which are
published CWCs) till end resuhs (which are the projected Firal grade,
Grade ronge ar:ld summary tables/clurts). See Chapter 4 for nrore details.
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3.2.3 Design Phese
. Clari& design objectives
{ Adopt a simple architecture on which the system is built.
/ Design the system with straightforward functions aod user-friendly
interfrces using Object-Oriented Systems Analysis and Design
techniques.
r' Use VB.NET software to code the designed systern
/ Develop a functioning prototype for testing purpose.
. Develop system architecture
. Dcsign Graphical User Interfaces (GLns) and buih-in system functions
accordingly.
3.2.4 Testing and Implementation Phese
. Clariff testing and implementation objectives @rototype)
{ Test the designed functions and the performance ofthe prototype.
{ Test accuracy level ofthe predictive otilprils using past dd&
r' Conduct change management if needed
/ Finalize the prototype and put it on hoH for ftture full system
development for actual implementation if needed.
r Conduct functionality test
r Conduct accuracytest
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. Finalize the prototype
As for the scope and the initial requirements of this Final Year Projecf a
functioning protot)?e (available for testing and dermnstration) is sufficient.
A fully dcveloped system is not necessary at present, yet can be feasibly
evolved from the prototlpe.
3.3 Tools Requirements
3.3.1 Hardwart
One computer with average specifications (e.9. Intel Core 2 Duo fi500,
l60GB HDD, 2GB DDR2, etc.) is zufficient.
3.3.2 Softrvare
The prototype is develo@ using:
r Windows Vista/7 op€rding system, for nrnning environnrcm phtform.
r Visual Basic Express 2010 window application programming software,
for VB.NET coding.
r Microsoft Access 2007, for darabase storage, access ard marngemeut.
r Microsoft Excel 2007, for srney data amlysis and wmmary reporting.





4.1.1 Survey rcsults summarT table end chart
Table 4.1 below shows the zummarized resuh of all participants'respoilies to each
question:
Table 4.1 Survey resuh surnmary table
Qr Q2 Q3 04 a5 a6 Q7 @ ae or0
l-Strongly Dbagnee 4o/o 2o/o 2% 2o/o l3o/o 6% 4Yo 2o/o 8/o 2Yc
2-Dhrgrce l3o/o 2% 2o/o 6Yo l7o/o l9/o l9/o l9/o l9/o 2lo/o
$Neutrel 23% 2t% 29/o 35% 460/o 3lo/o 4Wo 460/o 3lo/o 35To
4-Agrcc Mo/o 38o/o 54Yo 460/o 2lo/o 4V/o 3lo/o 27o/o 3to/e 3P/o
$Stnoryly Agrtc t7% 3t% l3o/o Wo 4Yo 4o/o 60/o 60/o 4o/o 4Vo
Tlc un&rltrcdfigues te tlase {@dry raqotlscs.,
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o% q3 a{ a6 Q7 Q8
Figure 4.1 Sr.rrvey resuh summary chart
The chart shows that majority of participants are either "agree" or'heutral" with
the proposed statements.
4.1.2 Evaluation of the proposed hypotheses
Next, in order to quantitatively measure these collected figrres, the writer adopted
the response-weight system (Table 3.2) as mentioned in the "Analytical
procedure" section of the previous chapter.
Table 4.2 below summarize total weight of each question:
LT% rt%






Table 4.2 Survey result analysis using response-weight system
Accordingly, we calculate the associated total weight for each of the hypotheses:
Table 4.3 Hypotheses' result
Hypothesis Formula (Averege)Weieht
HI :QI +135
H2 = (Q3+Q4y2 +155
H3 :Q2 +255
H4 : (Qs+Q6+Q7+Q8y4 +22.5
H5 = (QlFQl0)/2 +37.5
As derivcd from thc tablc abovc, the average weights for every hlpothesis are
positive, meaning that all proposed hypotheses are, to certain extent, approved
valid. However, the degree of 'positiveness' is different from one to another;
therefore, Table 4.4 below shows a number of caveats to be noted:
Ql Q2 Q3 a4 as a5 Q7 Q8 oe o10
l-Strongly Dbrgrcc (-10) ., I I 6 3 2 I 4 I
2-Dbagrce (-O 6 I 3 8 I 9 9 I l0
3-Neutre! (0) ll l0 t4 t7 22 l5 l9 22 l5 t7
4-Agrcc (+5) 2l l8 26 22 t0 l9 l5 l3 l8 l8
lStrongly Agrcc (+lO) 8 l8 6 5 ) 2 3 3 2 2
TOTALWEIGHT +135 +255 +175 +135 -30 +40 +40 +40 +25 +5t)
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Table 4.4 Evaluation of hypotheses
Hypothesis Points Degrceof 'Positiveness'
Notes
HI +135 Positive The hypothesis is approved valid.
H2 +l 55 Positive The hypothesis is approved valid.
H3 +255 Highly positive Tlrc hypothesis is strongly approved valid.
H4 +22.5 Moderatelypositive
Ttrc hypothesis is approved valid. Yet the
impact of the final ermm p8per's level of
difficulty is perceived as kcw. Hencg this
difficuhy level is included into ttre model
as an optiornl variable; user can choce
whether or not to incorporate it into the
projection.
H5 +37.5 Moderatelypositive
The hypothesis is approved valid. Yeq at
the point when the suwey was conductd
there may be still conceflrs about the
accuracy level of the predictive model if
'dernographic profile' and'behaviaal
contents' are NOT considered. One
suggested ncasnn is that the accuracy test
had not been complAed to justifr system
ontputs.
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4.1.3 Evatuation of the proposed fundamental ideas based on hypotheses'
results
Below is a summary list of the five(S) hypotheses:
Hl: One's Total Coursework marks is proportional to hiJher Exam
Score.
IilZz Only for tho* CW Componenrs with SIMILARtype of questions
to exam paper's, one's score is proportional to his/her Exam Score.
H3: Given the standard A-F grading stnrcture, one's Total CW Lost
Score DOES affect his/her target scores for final exam.
H4: Overall Dfficulty level of the final exam paper is negatively
relatedto students' Exam Score.
H5: Students' demographic profiles arlld behavioral contents are NOT
necessary to be irrcluded as a data input for the predictive model.
The positive result of hypotheses Hl, H2, and H3 slrows that students'
detailed courseworks carry two potentially useful pieces of information for
the developing predictive model.
Firstly, the approved hypotheses Hl and H3 indicate a direct relationship
between Total Coursework Score ard, Exam Score.
Secondly, the approved hypothesis 112 indicates a direct relationship
between certain Coursework Components wtth F.xam Score. Herrce, a
coursework breakdown analysis is necessary to be irrcluded in ttle mdel in
order to improve accuracy level ofpredictive outputs.
As a result, the first fundamental idea is justffied:
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t Pl: Excessive coursework breakdown analysis is SUFFICIENT for
ac c e ptabl e pred ict ive out Wts.
Next, the approved hypothesis H2 also indicates that NOT all conponents
are necessarily good predictors of final Exam Score. Hence, subjective inputs
from thc uscrs, about which ones are, will improvc ttre accuracy of
predictive outputs.
Similarly, the approved hypothesis H4 indicates that overall dfficulty level
of the exam paper does, in fact, in{luence students' exam scores. Hence, it
needs to be included into the list of main factors that influence students'
performance.
Lecturers are also expected to provide their subjective inputs on this
difliculty level assessment. The inputs are from ttreir own perspective, yet
are based on their knowledge about students' recent performance in their
conducting courses. For example, the same final paper may be dfficuh with
this year's students, yet be easy for next year's students; in this case, the
lecturers are supposed to input "diffrcult" for this year, yet input "easy" for
next year, even though it is still the same paper.
As a rezult, the second fundamental idea is justified:
t P2: Lecturers'/Users' SU&IECTIVE INPUN, such as which ones
among the coursework componenls are good predictors of Jinal exun
score, are helpful to improve the accuracy of outpttts.
Lastly, the approved hypothesis H5 indicates that demographic profiles afr
behovioral contents are NOT n€cessary to be included into ttrc data sognces.
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As a rcsult, the last fundamental idea is justified:
. P3: Students' demographic profiles and behavioral contenls are NOT
necessary lo be included inlo lhe dala sources.
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4.2 Framework of The SYstem
4.2.1 Analysis models
. ActiviV diagram (functional modeV
Figure 4.2 below shows the functional activity diagram which illushates





Figure 4.2: Functional activity diagram
t Class diagrum (structual ndel)
Figure 4.3 below shows the structural class diagram which illustrates logical















































































The system architecture has three(3) layers:
/ Prescntation [-ayer :
User Interface: provides and control human interactions from
the users.
Parameter/data inputs: the user is pronpt to provide respective
input parameters or data
Resuhs display/visualization: the predictive or@rts arr
summarized and converted into understandable forms such as
tables or charts for users reading.
r' Application Layer:
Data rnanager: rmnages the data in the databsse tier and contols
the data flow for data processing purpose.
Mathematical rnodeL is the hrt of this architecture. Writer-
defined equations are utilized forthe predfuting purpose.
/ Database Layer:
Data sources: include CW coryonents rezults and zubjectivc
input fromusers.
Data otsprts: store the resuhs fromapplication hyer.
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Figure 4.5 Window Navigation Diagrarn
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4.2.3 Mathemetical model
The objective of the system is to predict students' Final score (Final grade) at the
end of a particular couse. ffis Final score is an addition of Total CW Score afr
Exam Score. Hcnce, the objective of this mathematical model is to prediut these
two variablesl. (i)Total CW Score xrd(i)F.xam kore.
Also, another objective of the system is to corfiinuously predict tfu Final score
based on all available CW Conponents (which are Publislud CW Comporunts
which results have been published) afi subiective itput from user (exam paper's
difliculty level, which CWCs are proportional to exarn scorc). Hence, fublislrcd
CVC(s) and zser'.s subjective input arc the only tw'o sources of datathat ue used to
calculate the projectd Total CW *ore tfr Exam &ore. As more and more
Published CWC(s) are made available, the pro|rctcd ortrprils will be comiruously
updated accordingly.









lrol EtAd D m ]rm.|l .U UIrr rt.,a.rd3rrA! ttrlItn
Figrre a.5 Orrerrriew of mstbmdical mdel
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More dctails on mathcmatical equations used at each node are to be plainly explained
in the subsequent sections, with reference to the following scenario.
Scenerio:
"structurcd Programming" is a l4-week programming counrc at UTP. The grdmg
structure is 60% Coursework (C\D arrd4V/o Final Exam
The Total CW consists of four (a) cotryonents: Test l, Assignment, Test 2, and
Project in that exact order of time corducted. The perc€nt wsightage for these
components are l0lo, 2U/o, lW/o and ZV/o respectively.
L PmJectlng Total CW Scorc
Objective: to project Total CIA Score bss€d onthe Publisrad CWCs.





La us call the Relatlve Total CW is the petcentage of shtd€d's rctual Total CY
Score out of Total CW *utghlage.lt is equl to:
;----- -----l
itffil @
Figrre 4.7 IndicatorofTotal CW Score
tl3
relroralcrf = Total cv
Total CWveigltqe
As a result, to calculate the Projected Total CW, we only need to calculce the
Projected Relative Total CW.
Hence, first we calculate tlle Projected Relative Total CW firom the Published
CWC(s) using following formula:
projecred 
_ 
Total scorcs ofall PublislcdCWC(s)
relrotalcw Total*eightages ofttnsccwc(s)
Given the scenario, when 'Test l' ard 'flsgignment' rcsults arc publisheq thc
Projected Relative Total CW canbe calculated as follow:
Projec4d 
= 
scorc(lest l) + scoru(Assigmcnt)
relTotalCW l0+20
In whictu l0 is th€ weightage of 'Test I' and 20 is tbe weightage of 'Assignmed'.
Then we calculate the Projected Total CV ftom the Projected Relaive Total CV
using the following formula:
Total CW = relTotdCV . Total CV*eigftqe
In zummary, the eqtration uscd to calculatc Projected Total CW is:
ProJected
TotalCW
Total sares of dl PublisH CVC(s)
' TotdcYw@tqeTotal *etglugw oftlw CWC(s)
u
iL Projecting Exam Score
Objective: to project Exam Score based on the Projected Total CW, Dfficulty level
of the exam paper and the user-selected Published CW Comporunts wlich results are
expected to be proportional with Exam Score.











Figure 4.8 Indicators ofExarn score
Equations:
Three(3) main elements that are adopted to calculate Projected Exam Score are
t Pro.iected Tolul CW:Hypotheses Hl and H3
. Puhlishcd Cl( Componens that are expected to be proportional to Exom
Score (subjectively selected by user) : Hypothesis H2
. Dificulty level of the Exam paper (subjectively selected by user) : Hypothesis
I{4
The lnst(l$) element, Projecled Tolal CW, is adopted into th algorithm in two(2)
complementary forms:
Projected Total CW Score (out of 100) : Hypothesis Hl
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- Projected CW Lost Score (ort of total CW weightage) : Hpothesis H3
Mathematically and logically, these tw'o forms are actually one because Lost score is
directly derived fromTotal CW Score:
CW Lost score : Total CW u,eightage - Total CW score
However, by using different approach on each form, the two ottpttrs are
complementary and together they contribute to a more accurate Projected Exon
Score.
Figure 4.9 below illustrates how these tk€d3) elements and tho two(2) forms ofthe















Figure 4.9 Revised matam(s) of Emm Soorc
Relative Exam Score is the pcrcemage of studed's actual Ewn sr,orc out of Eron





TherL the Projected Exam Score can be easily calculated from the Proiected Relative
Exom Score. Hence, otn aim is to calculate this Projected Relative F.xam *ore.
For each of the ttree revised indicators abovg we will calculate a conesponding
Projected Relative Exam Score, narnely rclExamScon{l), relErmScon{2) and
relExamScore(3)
The final Projected Relative Exam Score will be deri\red as Nemge of these thee




relErun*te(t) ' rel6mn$cqeQ) relErunbm(3)
tU PmJectlng rulExan&ore(I)
Objective: to calculate first(Ist) Proiected Relaive km, *te, mrcly
relExamscoret?/, using the first revised indicator (hoiected Total CV *ore ad
user - sel e c t e d P ubl islPd CWCs) -









E om Score (1)
Figure 4.10 First indicator of Exam Score
Equations:
Based on Hypothesis Hl, Total CW Score is expected to be proportional to Exam
score.
Based on Hypothesis H2, only those Published CWCs that are expected to be
proportional to Exom Score can be adopted to calculate Proiected Exam Score.
Hence, the Jirst Projected Relative Exam Score is calculated usrng following
equation:
Projected Toral CW + User-selected hrblisM CWC(s)
Projecled
rel Lxant:*ore( l ) Total CVweigltage + Taolveighqa {tlnseCWC(s)
Given the scenario, when'Test l'and'Assignment'results are published, the
projected Total CW Score is calculated as in previous section Then, if annng
these two components, the lecturer (user) selects only 'Test I' to be a good
predictor of the Exam Score, the Projected relExamScor,e(l) is calculated as below:
hojutedTotol CW kore + koe(Iest I)
Projected
relExamkore(l) ffi+ l0
In which, 60 is the weightage for Total CW arfr l0 is the weigtrtage for 'Test l'.
Also, the Projected Totql CW Score was from previous section-
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iiz hojecting relExamScorc(2)
Objective: to calculiate second(2nd) Proiected Relative Exot, Score, namely
relExamscore(2), using secord revised indicator ( Projected Total CW Grade (A-
F) and user-selected Dfficulty level of exmpaper).




Figure 4.1I Secord indicator of E:ram score
Equations:
a. Total CW Grade(A-D
From Projected Total CW Score, we can easily derived tb Projected Total CV
Gratle accordingly, using a sirnple rule-bssed algorithm b6sd on the Smdrrd
gradrng scheme:





















The "Score" we should use to compare against the first column is the Proj$ted
Relative Total CW (in percentage), not the Projected Total CW score. For e:rample,
if the Projccted Relative Total CW is 0.73 (or 73yo), we will use "73" as the score
to classify the corresponding Grade. In that case, the corresponding grade is B.
h. Exam paper's dfficulty level
The approved hypothesis H4 indicates ttrat the difficulty level of exam paper does
aflect student score in the final exam. Assuming the lecturer (as user) is well awane
of the prepared questions in the exam paper, the course outline and is familiar with
average performance of the students in his/her clasq he/she is at the rnost
appropriate position to provide zubjective input regardfutg this difficulty level. It
reflects his/her perspective on expected perforrnance ofeach ofthe nine(g) shrdent
groups (clustered based on their Projected Total CW Grade calculated in step a).
Eg. goup B+, group Dr, group A-, etc.
Thc lccturcr will bc prompt to select one level from a qualitative scale of 'Eas5f,
"Moderately Easy", "Intermediate",'Moderately Difiicult" and "Dfficult".
o [asy o Moderatelyeasy o lntermediate o ModeratelyDfficu]t oDfficult
Figure 4.12 Qualitative scale ofDifficulty level
In order to transfer this qualitative scale into qtnntltative Jigures to be used in the
mathematical rmdel, the writer adopts a refererrce table as showed in Table 4.6
below:
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Table 4.6 Quantitative scale of Exam paper's difficulty level
Expected Enm Score (oul of 100)










There are three columns in this reference table. The first column is "Student
Group" based on their Projected Total CW kore, which have been classified at
step o. above. The next two columns are to capture ranges of Exam Score that the
lecturer expects each of the student groups to score during the final exanr.
Spccifically, students of group "A" are expected to score within Ll-Ul range in
tlreir final exam,' LI is the lower limit and Ul is the uPWr limit for this group.
Each of the difficulty level in the qualitative scale (from "Easy" to 'Difficuh") is
gssigned with one reference table. Table 4.7 below strows a defauh reference table
for uscr-ranked "Diflicult" exam paper.
Table 4.7 Refercnce Table for "Diffrcuh" Exam paper
Erpccted Enm Sore (ou of lMl










Similarly, Table 4.8 below shows a defruh refererrce table for user-ranked'Eas57'
exam paper.
Table 4.8 Reference Table for "Eaqr" E:ram paper
ExPectcd E'rm Scorc (oul of lpl










As noted, the difference betrueen these two defrult reference table is tb roges of
Exam Score that th€ lecturer opects each shrdent goup to get in the final exam.
For example, with "Difficult" prp€r, th lecttrer opocts 'trorry F"' studed to
score very low marks in the range of 5-25 out of 100; howaner, with 'EasV" popcr,
he/she expects same grcup of shrdents to score be'tt€r in the mnge of 4G'55 ort of
100.
Both these two tables are default tables u&ich are intuitirrcly designed by the
writer. In the developed system, the user is provlled with anoptbn to flexibly edil
any of the refercnce table to fit his/hcr zubjective p€rspccti\rc on the strdcds'
expected perforrnance in final exanl.
See Appendix B for all fivd5) defrult refprerce tablcs br allthe difEcuhy hvel
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Importance:
These quantitative tables utilize orp of the mst important ehmefrq that hebs thc
lecturers(users) to improve projected perfornance of the strdeots! ufuich is thc
lecturers' interactively knowledge on thir stud€nts' capabilities, *rcngths and
weaknesses.
For example, the lecturer rnay recognize the performnce gap betrwa this par
class of students and last year class of strdents; here, his srblxtive iryrfs for
these two classes are rmst probably ditrerrem. Also, within the sarc class,
depending on the exam questions which are well awarE by thc lccturcrs, tby can
estimate a hrgh rezult (eg. 85-100/100) for all B+ glolp and abora, urhih oth
groups remain average restrh. [n another special case, only gronp A shdcds arc
expected to score over 90/100, while all other goups arc Gxpcstod b scort nrch
less.
As the course goes on, the user can revise their irytfi to imfrrove the accrrncy of
predictive outptrts.
Caoture inout from refer€nce tabh iilo th matlrmdinl m&t
There are three(3) values of the second Prujected Ewrr.Soru thA rc can ggt




meot*ore: (Lt* U) / 2
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Respectively, we can easily derive three conesponding valws of the second (2\
Projected Relative Exam Score, narnely relExam&ore(2):
Proj e c ted re I ExamScore (2, mirScore) : minkore/ I (N
Proj e ct e d rel ExamScor e (2, mo.Sr,ore) : muScore/ I (N
Proj e ct e d rel ExamScore (2, mean&ore) : mean*ore/ I (X)
ln summary, from the Projected Total CW Grade grouplng and uscr's wbjeaive
inputs on Exam poper's dffiaity level, we can gerefate the{3) difrereil valucs of
the second(2d) Projected Relative Exam *ort, namely: relExott&orcQ,
minScore), rel Examscore (2, muScore) ad relErqn*ore Q, meart9r,oru}
The reason we necd to captr.ue all these three values is because they will be usod to
gerrcrate a Projected Final Grade Rotge, which will be elplained in fifihcr dctsils
in later section.
ii3 Prujectkg relExanScorc(3)
Objective: to calculate tlre third(3rd) Proiected Relative Enort Score, narcly
relExamscore(3), vsingttle thfud revised indicator (hojeaed Total CW Lart,S,or"
and its relationship with students' tuget scoresfor *antt'1.
Rationale: at the end of a @urse, the moS iryoftail tagct thd thc shrdcots pay
attention to is the Final Grade(A-F), not the Final Scorc (0-100). For cmrylg a
student urtro scores 85/100 has the sonefinal grde of *A-, c,hich is oquivrhil to
4.0 points per credil hour, with another stuM wto mres 9V100. Tb aprcvcn
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hypothesis Hi indicates that there is a direct relationship between the Lost Score
and students' target for their exam.
Figure 4.13 below shows this third indicator of Exam score. It is extracted from
F'igure 4.9.
a\




Figure 4.13 Third indicator of Exam Scorc
Equations:
From thc prcvious UTP Grading Sclreme table (Table 4.5), the writc'r intuitively
generates two tables showing the direct relationship between Total CW kore,
Total CW Lost Score and students' corresponding Target kores in Final Exarn
Table 4.9 below is simply derived from Table 4.5. It strows ranges of scores t}ut
one student is allowed to lose (out of total 100 score for both CW ard Final F,lrrlrrr)
in ordcr to sccurc a Grade (A-F).
Table 4.9 Final grade vs. Final lost scorc
Final Grade Fiml Scorc MinFinr[.ost MrrFtrellct
A E5 - 100 0 r5
A- 80 -84.9 l5-l 20
B+ 75 -79.9 20.1 25
B 6s - 74.9 25.t 35
c+ 55 - 64.9 35. r 45
C 50 - 54.9 45.1 50
t)+ 45 - 49.9 50.1 55
D 40 - M.9 55.1 60
F 0 - 39.9 50.t 100
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MinFimltosr the minimum score me strdent may lose in thcir tdd fu ssts o fill 8a clfi grrdc.
MaxFinall,ct: the maximum scue frlc studcrt can barc to hcc in lhcir tdd 6ml sots o socrrc clrit
grade.
Specifically, given the scenario, if a student aims for an *A- gnde at the c,ad ofthe
course, he is allowed to lose from 0 to 15 ortr of the total 100 lponexl ( 60 wrcs for
CW and 40 scores for Final E:<am).
Assumptions: An average student will aim for a comfortable tsrgFt gndo(A to F),
not target final score, which most suits his/h€r ceobilitics, stdying fu Ed
efforts.
With this assumption being statd, Table 4.10 below $ow bw a shrdcd my aim
for different final grade based on his/her CW Lo$ Score.
Table 4.10 CW L,ost soone vs. Trgctcd Firl Gradc
CW L'ut Score Trrcnod fhlcrdc
0-9.9 A
r0 - 14.9 A.
15 - 19.9 B+
20 -24.9 B
25 -29.9 c+
30 - 39.9 c
40 - 44.9 D+
45 - 54.9 D
Meaning that if one shrdent bst l2 ortr of60 lporcs for Tml CW (CW Lost Sorc
= l2), he would comfortably aim for atl "A-o Gradc Cfabb 4.10). l}co, in o[dcr b
get that *A-*, he is allowed to lose l5.l - 20 soores orn ofbtal lfi) srcs Cfeb
4.9) thoughout the whole counle ircluding finalexrm-
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Next, noted that:
Targeted Lost Score in Exam: Targeted Final Lost score - CW Lost Score
Hence,
TargctedMaxExamlost : TargetedMuFinalLost - CW Lost Score
TargetedMinExamlost : TargetedMinFinalLost - CW Lost kore
From thc above Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 ard with same approach as in iil2, wc
can calculate the three(3) values of ttrc Pnlecled Exam Score as following:
minScore : Exam v'eightage - TargetedMuExamLost
mmscore : Exam weightage - TargetedMinExamlost
meanScore : (minScore + muScore) /2
For example, the above student would aim for an Exam Score in the range of 32 -
36.9 (out of 40 scores allocated for Final Exam, ak.a Exam weigtrtage).
minScore : 40 - TorgetedMuExamlost : 40 - ( 20 - I 2) : 32
mmscore: 40 - TargetedMinFxamlost :40- (15.1 - 121 : i6.,
meanScore - (32 + 36.9) / 2 : 34.45
Respectively, we can easily derived three values of the third(35 Projected Relative
Exam Score, namely rel ExamScore (3):
Projected relExamScore(3, min&ore) : minkore/ I (M
Projected relExamScore(3, muScore) : mckore/ I U)
P roj e cte d re I Examscore (j, me amScore) : mean*ore/ I (N
In summary, from the Projected Total CW Lost Score and shrdents' Tuget &ore
in Final Exam accordingly, we can gerrrate thr€e(3) different valrcs of thc
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third(3') Pntiecled Relalive Exam Score, namely: relExamscore(3, mimsc.ore),
re I ExamSc ore ( 3, maxScore) and rel ExamScore (3, meanScore).
* Final step in calculating the Proiected Exam Score from relExamscore(I),
relExamScore(2) and relExamScore(3)
By utilizing the Projected Total CW, user-selected Published CWCs, Exam paryr's
level of dfficulty and Projected CW Lost Score, the writer used different equations
to calculate three major Projected Relative Exam Score, namely relExamScore(l),
relExamScore(2) and relExamScore(3 ).
The final Projected Relative Exam Score, which then is used to calculate thc
Projecled Exam Score, is av€r@ve Exam Scores. This ls




rellxamlicore(t) ' relExan*teQ) rutEran*te(3)
As mentioned in Figure 4.6 (overview), the Projected Exam Score will have npre
than one value, which gives a range for possible Final Score and possible Final
Gradc that onc studcnt may get. Thesc muhiple values are derived from the threc
values of relExamscore{2) and relExamScore(3) : minScore, maxScore and
meanScore.
Ttrc Projected Average Exam Score is calculated from the tlrc Projected Relative
Exam MeanScore:
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Proiected Averoge Exam Score : relMeanExamScore * Exam weightage
Similarly for the Proiected Minimum and Muimutn Exam Score:
Projected Min Exam Score : relMinExamScore * Exam teightage
Projected Max Exom Score : relMuExamScore j Exam *eightage
ln summary, the Projected F,xam Score of a student is a range from the Proiected
Min Exam Score to the Projected Mm Exam Score as calculated above. The
Projected Average Exam Score is a single value to represent this range.
iilFtnal Score, Final Gmde and Grode Range
iill Final Score
Objective: to derive Projected Final Score from the Proiected Total CW Score and
the Projected Exam Score.
Figure 4.14 below shows the elements:
Figure 4.14 Eleme615 sf Final Score
Equations:
As there are three different values of the Projected Exam Score, there are also
three(3) values of the Projected Finol Score accordingly:
Projected Average Final Score : Projected Total CW + Projected Average Ermn *ore
Projected Min Final Score = Proiected Total CW + Proiected Min Exam kore
Projected Max Final Score : Projected Total CW + Proiected lu{c Exan kore
However, as to show one single projected value to the user on the system, the
Projected Average Final Score is selected ard is displayed in *Final Scor€"
column. The other Min and Max values are dtsplayed in another column called
"Grade Range".
iil2 Final Grade & Grade Range
Figure 4.15 below shows the final step:
Figure 4.15 Deriving Final Grade and Grade Range from Final Score
a. Final Grade:




Similar to deriving the Projected Total Cllt Grade(A-F) from the Projected Total
CW Score, we can easily derived the Projected Final Grade easily using a simple
rule-based algorithm based on the standard grading scheme (refer to Table 4.5)
b. Min Finol Grade, Max Final Grade and Final Grade Range
Objective: to derive Proiected Min Final Grade, Proiected Mu Final Grade, ard
Projecletl Final Grade Range from the relevant Projected Final Scores.
Aleorithm:
Similar to the above Projected Average Final Grade, we can also easily apply the
rule-basctl alggrithm to derive the Prtlected Min Firul Grade and the Prttjected
Max Final Grade.
Theno the Projected Final Grade Range simply is an expressbn:
"Ftom (Projected Min Final Grade) To (Proiected Mu Final Grde)"
Importance: In some cases, the Proiected Average Final Grade, with only a single
value, may not be suffrcient to cover all possible end results (fmal grades) of a
student's performance. Hence, tlis Projected Grade Range will provide a wider
range of expected final grades for each student, with lower degree of exachss yet
higher degree of accuracy for predictive outputs'
For cxamplc, onc studcnt may have ttrc Proiected Average Final Gradc is "A-", yct
hiVher expected full Grade Range is "Fntm A- to A",' meaning thaf though lower,
'".8
thcrc is still ctrance he/she will get an .{. Thc devc@d sy$Gn fo Slc b ffi1! g
ofpossible ottptts.
Note: In many cases, tfu Proieaed Mtn Ftrul W h Sc re |l ft
Mc Firul Grade ; thsn ttlc hojected Averqe Fhsl &a&,'r,$p;








Objective: to test functionality ofeach conponent ofthe systetrr
Result:
Table 4.1I Functionality Test resuh
Button
Edl Conponcnt tid
To open "Edit Corponent
List" window; then to







To project students' Total








To project snrdetrs' EEmr,
Score andthcir Firul






window; then to allow
users to view summarized










To set status for eh CW
coryoneil.If it is
checkd all studems'




are updated to database.
CheckBox
Edit mode; J
If it is checked, us€rs ane
allowed to enter, update





Predictor of Final e;em result ?
If it is checked, the










If it is ctrecked, "Exam
paper's difficulty level"
window is open. Ttreru the
users are prompt to enter
their subjective input to









The list of items is loaded
into this ComboBox from
the user-edited
"Component List" table.
TherU the users are to
select the name ofthe CW
Component column in




DataGridView To link the system with
Access database tables
and to allow users to




To support users to
navigate though the
records in DataGridView
tables. Users can add
records, delete records
and save latest updaes
into the database.
Fully functbningF.r 5 ,ur r ri .-xd
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4.3.2 Accuracy testing
Objective: to test acctracy level of this predictive model's outputs.
Test data: the writer used detailed courseworks and final exam scorcs of
I 14 students in a l4-week prograrnming cour:ye at Universiti Tekmlogi
PETRONAS. It was provided by UTP Exam Unit. The name ofthe oounsc
had bern purposely not mentioned lrere as requested by the Exam Unit.
The course consisted of 600/o Coursework(CW) ad 40plo Final Exarn There
were four(4) CW components in following timely order:
Test I (lW/o) ) Test 2(l0y| ) Assigrunefi(2e/o) ) Pnoixt (2V/o)
Test I was the firs published CW conponent then was Te$ 2, Assignnrent
, and Project was the last one.
Figure 4.16 below shows a snapshot of the test data:












f6tl fcat2 fselrtcntr ,rulcctr I0lGanmt th ftJut Cnde
500 533 000 787 18 20 21 80 0.r o
550 667 15 50 1253
'10 30 2f6o 5r-r B
750 667 17 50 15 23 tt6 90 60 72.a B
400 433 800 t3 87 30 20 18 80 a9.l D.
650 500 800 10 53 30 03 19 20
.9-z Sr
680 700 16 50 15 60 its g) 28 80 7a.il B
700 867 18 50 17 27 51 
'B ?60 t"G A.
520 667 17 50 14 87 $n 29 
'O r}a! B
660 733 18 50 11 80 uz3 35 50 ,rrI0 B+
710 767 18 00 16 67 49 
'f3 29 20 II"G B.
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Proccdurc:
From students' scores in the four(4) CW components. the writer attempted
to use the developed predictive model to predict students' Total
coursework score, Final Exam score and ultimately their Fincl score.
Then, the projected Final score were compared against students' actual
Final Score available in the test data to calculate the accuracy lerrel.
For each of the 114 students, the deviation percentage of the projected Final
Score was calculated as following:
















Figure 4.17 Snapshot of predictive model's output
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Then the mean deviation percentege of the model is calculated as the
evertge of all the deviation percentages. f inally, tlre model's a@utacy
level is
Results:
Table 4.12 below summarizes the accuracy testiDg reslt:
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Using the same set oftest dat4 the predictive nrodel was nm t times with 8
different setttngs as showed in the table.
When Test I rezult was publishe4 two tests was conducted with 2 diftnem
settings: Before and After including Test I as a gd prodictor of exam
scone. (refer to section 4.3.3.ii.1 - projecting relExarnScon{l))
Next, wtren Test 2 resuft was publishe4 we had both Test I and TcS 2
result now. Another two te$s was conducted Elso with thc 2 dilftoent
settings: Before and After including Test I & Test 2 as a good prcdictor of
e)€m score.
Similar process was applied wheo thc resrh of third oorpotEttrr
A s s i gnment, was Published'
Finally, when Proiect result is publishcd (all bur CW co4or:o6 bd
been completed), the final two tcsts were condwtcd'
In total, the writer bad condrrted t tess and th accurr" hvcls rrtrc
summarized in Table 4'l I above'
Conclusion:
. TbrougDout the oourse, alt trDtl md mre CW ouporrnr *tru
publishcd, the accurrcy lerrcl ofth pedictiw Ddcl incrcrrd"
r With sarc set ofpublishod CW coqorot(s), tb podinirt undcl
was approved rmre eumrc after imludins Ic!il I l* Tes 2 (if




The average accuracy level of the devclopod ntodcl was aord
gD"h. Especially wtren d! CW components had bccn publishod ad
after includnryTest I & Test 2 as good predictors ofenur score, thc
accuracy level reached its max of 93.1 tA, adesirabty hiSh hvel of
accuracy.
In the programming counrc from wtrich the writer oollected rhir 6s1
data, the course's lecturer had inptrtted that amng tb fou(4) CW
coryonents, only Test I and 2tresr 2 were the two gmd prcdilcs of
her students' exam score. This was subjetivc inptt from thc us
ad the result has provod that it helpa iryow tb reuracy lcvtl of
predictive oraPtts
Exam paper's difficulty lerrcl was mt imrpordd in th D&l
during th test because tb lecturcr was mt $h to tmbcr
perforrnance of each spocifrc sfidcil goltp (A-F) in hcr clarg.
Hence, she decided to mt imhdc tb ditrcuhy lrcl wh
projected students' re$h. This was possible bccans fu Drlh
allowed users to select c,tcthc or mt b irchdc tb difEcufy htl
into the projection If tho user had doeklGd b irchtdc L tb bdlor
her zubjectirrc input on ogected cnm src oftb dttdld! um, tb
rnore accurate the Fdinire offpts r*tre. It ottH bc mt or hr
than 93.1 % deecnding on ulEr iqrt
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4.4 Final evaluation of the thrtc(3) fundamcntrl iders lnd tc frv(O typothc*r
Based on the survey result which lead to the first evalutbn ofthe hpothcs
(Table 4.4) and the accuracy testlng result which proved a hlgh level of uursy
(Table 4.1l), the writer had successfully jusified his proposed the{3)
fundamental ideas (refer to 3.2.2) :
within the scope ofthis sdy,
P1: Excessive coursework breakdown analysis is SUFFICIENT fot
acceptable Predictive outPuts
III: Lecturers'/users' SLJBJECTM INPUTS (sEh 8s whbh
coursework cornponents are good predictors of final c)ram sootG aad how
final exam paper's difficulty level affects shtdcols' scotts), arc hc$fuIto
improve the accuracY of outPttrs.
P3: Srudents' demographic profiles aod behEvioral oomerns are NOT





This project had successfully developed a strort-term prcdictive nrodel which serrrcd
as a relatively convenient tool for UTP lecturers to fully-utilize richly infornntive
and readily available coursework data for prcdicting students' final perfonnarrce.
With straightforward yet fully-functioning design, the system fulfills the projoct's
objective of developing a zuitable software application for lecrurers' usc. Two main
functional requirements, which are perfornrance predictbn and pcrformarrce
monitoring, had been tested successfullyi als6, the accuracy test had shou,cd a high
level of accuracy in predictive outputs. The developed sy*em, if to be implenrntod
in real OBE environment, promised to greatly support educators to qnstcnalidly
antalyze, predict and continuously monitor students' pcrbrmance thnoughout a short-
term course, in order to provide tinrely intervention and adjusnrerr. Uhimuety, tfu
system contributed itself to help educators mitigate studcnt pcrfornnre gap end
achieve OBE's objectives.
By successfully adopting a creative approach with a simplified sct of odrgtbml
data sources ard another crucial addition of dynamitally subjoctive ireuts Eom thc
users, ttrc writer had initially justified a p,romising rew trcod in short-terrn pcdictbn
techniques. Usrng only coursework conponents as primry input, s,hih no ootelcx
students' demographic profile and behsvioral contents faaors ane dirp6fly
considered, the npdel delivers its promised advantage of omining tb hrdcn of
heavy loads of input data This is expectedly in faror of avcrrye gscrs with
fundarrental needs to systematielly and accuralety pnedict ard npnitor studcnts'
performarrce.
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A highly-customized rnathematical nrodel was constructed to &cilitate thc sy$em
design. Especially, the writer nranaged to create a uniqr.re method to quaditatirfly
m@sure the existing influence of exam paper' difficulty level on shrdqils' erpectod
performance in final exarL
Apart from all the advantages, the developed system still cmied sor limimbns to
be resolved.
5.2 Limitstions
Partly due to technical, economical and timely constraintq following al nm3
limitations existed within the system:
Moderate efforts from the users arc e:gected in oder to cominDuty provirte
their subjective inputs, ufrich is one ofthe cort lnrcoc:xt frctonof tb qfu
Embedded database rnnnagemeilt funstbre ue stoppod at lrry bdc lGGl
which are adding, deleting, updating ad srtiry-
Network layer is not included into the Entem architoctrrc. Tb dctclopod
model works separately and independcntly as an offiine can&br window
application




Future works suggest including a nx)re advancod database managerrrcil rystcm,
wtrich has more cornplex functions of data fihering, searching, dynamic vicrrn, ac.
embedded into the application Also, integrated network sohrtbm srchas rnniroriry
students' performance in simultaneotrs short-term counrcs in one udemic sc631cr
are there to be developed.
Besides, the scope of the project can also be extended to othcr discblic and ot[3j
academic institutions, with proper adjustment rehtrry to tb lqrzrrltlres end tb
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APPENDIX A - User Interfaces















Figurc A-l: Main Window








Figr.ue A-2: 'Edit CW Comporrcnts' Window
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Figrre A,4' 'Predictive Outputs Surunary' Form
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APPEI\IDIX B - Defauh Reference Tables
Table B-l Reference Table for "Difficult" Exam paper
Table B-2 Refcrence Table for "Modcra,tcly diffrcuh" Exam papcr
Table B-3 Refercnce Table for *lnterrnediate" Exam papcr
Erpected Exrm Scorc (out of I(Ml






C 35 40}| 30 40
t) 25 35
F 5 ')<
Erpected Enm Scorc (ott of l00l










Erpcctcd Eren Scorc (ou o{ l00l











Table B-4 Reference Table for "Moderatety easy" Exam paper
Table B-5 Reference Table for "Eaq/" Exam psper
Erpected Errm Sconc (out of lfil






C 55 60}} 50 55
D 45 55
F 25 45
Erpectcd Enn Scort (o:t of lff,|








































APPENDIX D - Suwey




hrPGc: To identify MAJfr FACTORSthat affiect studenB'acadcnrlc pGyfo.mrrcc h g{)Xf.IEnM orcar 0n
months)
Scope: PROGRAMMING COURSES at undergraduate lorcb.


















One's cotrrsewort marks is psitiveb r*tcd to t*s/ter ftnd crnr rcgic, h nntr d t I t a ,relatinepercEnt4etomaximumallocded. trtrtrOtr
E4. Orr who scorec EO-!Xrt, qrt d Et l corsrut trrrts {Etl{, b ttroi arF(,rd to |to !Go.r trr'ol' h ht tr
finalemm.
2. Giran the stordord *F grdirq stuaret, tcel marts lc h tarftr calg1t
mES afk hbfrcr targa for final enm scorrs.
&
3.
E.g. One who la 2(>25i os 6Of cours.Irt b motr Fd.U, to b tilfil- rlh r t h h ltil. ttlr ihri.,
rnrch lcss pressrrc pregarirl ior thc in l tD.r\ ctn hr crn diq{ to l6a l? b llttr qt d rl|l.
grnllerly, mc wfto ld I(}l:,I out of totel carrcrst ( tctd a7-5ot or Of kt4 ,tf ,.ctd, i
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Covered scooe. the broadness of harning concepts (chagters, references, ac.)
covered in the exam, is negotively relotd to studenB' final eram score.
Comolexiw level of the questions, the quality of each questirn to be corpor.rndcd in
terms of muhiple learning concepts involved, is ncaotivety relotcdto nude{rts'find
exam score.
gigioalilf lerrel of the questions, the quality of beirg nry in the way lecturcr: pply
taught concepB to the questions, is nqotiwly rebtcdto studcnts' final crem scort.
Tirne requirements- ayerate tirne to cornplete thc papar as compred m thc




For short-Erm courees, the imprt of studens' d€rrprraohic ordb (Fndcr. ra. frntty brl3ruld.
education brkgrornd,ac. ) can be INDIRECTLY rpflected in their courrcrro*s. Pndactfcn of ludlntr' inrl
exam perforrnance c;rn IGNORE direct efu of thcse factors erd cottsilcr mcrrlv
aur*wor* npds wtrere Steir indirect efrects tell.
10. For $qt-trfm courses, the imprt of stud?nts' bchayior.l contcflEt (*tcndlcc. lmoharot h r&r-
curriculum actMties, etc.) can bc INURECTLY reflcctcd an tlrcar coulc'uro.tl Pncdcdo d rtncrfr'llol
exam performanoe czrn IGNORE darcct fu of tisc facroo rrd cocidcr mrrclv




.. END Of SUR|YEY "
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